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ABSTRACT: The effort to strengthen the critical thinking

skills of students in the last two decades has led to an

abundance of instructional programs instituted across disciplines

and integrated into core curricular requirements at U.S. colleges

and universities. The exigence to do so, to implement something,

has created all the characteristics of a social movement.

However, there is still considerable debate about what

constitutes critical thinking, its measurement and the presumed

effectiveness of various programs specifically designed to

enhance student performance. Within that context, this paper

explores the less than satisfactory constructs and definitions of

critical thinking, the problems dealing with the issue of

individual variance, and lastly, the social and political

implications of those factors associated with performance which

have not been fully understood nor researched by central figures

in the movement.
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Critical Thinking Theory and Research:

A Movement in Search of Itself

The need of reason is not inspired by the quest for

truth but the quest for meaning. And truth and meaning

are not the same.

Hannah Arendt, The Life of the Mind'

In recent years little has stoked the fires of controversy

in education and educational politics as much as questions

surrounding the nature of critical thinking. The concern of

educators--and perhaps more importantly those political

constituencies to which educators and administrators are

ultimately responsible--has been driven by the apparent inability

of students to critically examine their own ideas as well as the

ideas of others.2 If accurate, the implications are profound.

In a nation which characterizes itself as democratic--however

loosely defined--one of the central rationales for public

education involves the preparation of the young for their roles

as citizens. The exercise of such a role absent of the capacity

to evaluate ideas could have serious consequences which could

lead to far greater levels of intolerance than currently exist

and, tragically, to the eventual erosion of the collective

responsibility to govern ourselves. If diversity should be

celebrated and engaged rather than eliminated--directly or subtly
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socialized out of existence--then the need for the critical

component in our search for meaning, the need to understand and

interpret the complex forces of social and political change, has

become indispensable to our personal and collective survival.

Though I share the interest of many educators with the

investigation, measurement and practice of critical abilities, it

is not for the rather narrow purposes of its role in the

educational system as it iirurrently and commonly applied.

Though perhaps important to some, vocational training or making

adjustments to the geo-political conditions of a market economy

seem less important than the purpose of developing in students

what Harvey Siegel calls the "critical spirit."3 Though the

more venal appraoches to training may provide systems--standards

and rules--of ordering and regulating the understanding of

physical and metaphysical phenomena, what I am suggesting is that

the search for meaning, though always problematical, is far more

fundamental and a principle around which the best of Western

institutions were organized. Such a search is inherently

subjective, valuative and relative to the framework of variety of

people, cultures and fields of inquiry. To construct meaning is

to make connections via general principles mediated by the

standards, if they exist at all, of a particular context.4 A

search for meaning is at its most primary level the attempt to

make whatever limited sense of the experience and coherence of

knowing and living that we can. To do so is minimally an attempt

to empower people with a degree of personal and political control
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over their lives.

The purpose of this paper then is to examine three relevant

issues: First, the less than satisfactory theoretical constructs

and definitions of critical thinking; secondly, in the area of

assessment, the,problem of accounting for those factors

associated with the variance in test scores across groups and

populations, and lastly, the social and political implications of

employing instructional pfograms when those factors have not been

completed understood or adequately investigated.

Concepts of Critical Thinking and Their Measurement

Though there are many important theorists of intelligence

and critical thinking, one of the most notable investigators is

Robert H. Ennis, whose 1962 paper in the Harvard Educational

Review is thought to have laid the foundation for the critical

thinking movement.5 As apart of the tradition of formal and

informal logic in philosophy, Ennis identified an inventory of

critical thinking which he argued was both teachable and

transferable. Though I believe that this is possible, it first

depends upon how one defines the skills, which in his analysis

must be field independent, and, secondly, involves an

understanding not reflective in the writings of the theorists of

critical thinking of how the methods/procedures of validating

claims with several categories of issues are different in the

variety of fields of critical investigation. The clear
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identification of critical thinking principles is essential

because without it an instructional program designed to instill

the skills in students would make little sense; the largest part

of the movement's fragmentation is due largely its lack of a

consistent theoretical base.8 To Ennis' credit, he did not

isolate the skills in a pure form but suggested that their

execution was dependent on the nature of a person's interaction

with the environment as well as the clarity and depth of the

content knowledge that is the basis of judgment. After some

degree k:f reflection, Ennis later refined his position to include

a person's tendency or disposition to critically think as a

essential factor in doing it well.' In other words, there must

be a recognition by the person that the activity is of value. If

so, he believes that the skills are generalizable and

transferable to other fields and activities. Ennis' foundational

efforts generated a good degree of scholarly interest, yet raised

fundamental issues which still afflict the movement. First of

all, no one disagrees that critical abilities in education, or

medicine and the law for that matter, are important; to deny

their significance is comparable to denying the most deeply held

of assumptions and practical realities facing any profession or

culture.

Yet, there is no theoretical consensus about what critical

thinking is;8 neither is there a consensus about what standards

or rules are to guide the differences between "good" or "bad"

reasoning. In addition, neither is there general agreement on
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the method(s) by which such judgments are to be made. The

sciences, social sciences and humanities all have different

methods but the superiority of some rather than others is

sometimes relative.9 For example, legal issues of fact are

resolved in terms of criteria established by rules of

evidence." In mathematics or the social sciences, different

criteria of what constitutes good reasons are at play. What is

important to note is that though the methods and/or procedures of

validating claims may be different across fields, are the forms

of reasoning thereby distinct? Hardly. People will still have

to reason inductively or deductively to explain or justify a

claim; each field, though varied and at tires not always

distinct, has for its own purposes developed relatively stable

procedures with which one must be familiar to critically evaluate

the claim. However, it involves the acquisition of sufficient

background knowledge of the field and how the procedures have

produced a body of thought to guide "good" reasons for a position

or behavior."

As Siegel believes, becoming familiar with or guided by

these context-relative criteria is not to sanction them as the

sole arbiters of judgment, nor does it prevent one from dealing

with novel problems within those contexts." Though Siegel

would probably agree with Arendt's statement quoted above that

reason has to do with something other than "truth"--in his case

rational justification--he also feels we must reject relativism

in that rationality is an absolute and does not vary across
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persons, times or cultures. While perhaps the case with issues_...'1,

of fact, it rarely is an absolute when assessing issues of value,

which most frequently has less to do with didactic knowledge--the

synthetic principles of abstract reasoning--than the ability to

survive and adapt by those personal rules generalized from the

experience of living.

Critical thinking is difficult to define. So then how can

we develop programs which are supposed to encourage its

development in students apart from the context of a discipline?

Many scholars, not unlike Ennis, avoid the difficulty by creating

inventories believed to constitute the skill of critical

thinking. Ennis' inventory includes twelve items that have to do

with such things as the ability to identify and define problems,

recognize ambiguity and contradictions, reliability, warranted

conclusions or assumptions.n Unlike some investigators who

agree that critical thinking is finally a skill, Ennis took a

further step and along with Jason Millman, developed the Cornell

Critical Thinking Tests in the effort to assess programs as well

as a student's level of proficiency.14 Along with Goodwin

Watson and Edward Glaser's Critical Thinking Appraisal, who argue

that the skill is composed of an assessment of "problems,

statements, arguments, and interpretations of data similar to

those that are encountered on a daily basis at work, in the

classroom, and in magazine articles," the tests are the most

widely used forms of standardized measurement by educational

institutions.15 If one accepts the relative validity of such
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inventories," they can tell us at what level students can

perform them. What they cannot reveal is the far more important

question of why or the meaning of the variability in measurment

scores; without a degree of consensus about what constitutes

critical thinking, either theoretically, in terms of skills or

their measurement, such primary questions will continue to go

unanswered.

The essential thrust of Ennis, Watson, Glaser as well as

others in their commendable effort to conceptualize and measure

critical thinking is that they characterize or evaluate outcomes

logically. The early work of Jerome Bruner, Jacqueline Goodnow

and George Austin reversed the perspective and suggested an

incredibly important and new approach to our understanding of

thinking. Their work was the first to take critical thinking as

possibly better explained psychologically rather than evaluated

logically. As Bruner argued, "logic is not a process... but

rather it is a characterization of the results of a process at

work.""

This provocative insight--the focus on that which allows for

the rational to occur--has yet to be fully developed by those

theorists and researchers interested in critical thought. For

example, in his evaluation of Ennis' work, Harvey Siegel provides

us with a fairly exacting explanation of "the critical spirit"

and how measures of critical thinking do not account for it."

For Siegel, a true critical thinker must have a certain

character, a character which seeks reason and avoids arbitrary
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judgment. Skills and abilities are of only partial necessity;

there must also be a love or passion for ideas even when what is

discovered is in contradiction to one's most deeply held

convictions. The character of such a person is not immutable, a

machine devoid of emotion; rather, emotional sensibilities are

often the fuel for being a rational and humble actor in human

affairs. Siegel sees these qualities as reflective of traits of

the person which exist independently of the proficient exercise

of skills and abilities. A critical spirit is a person who is

"emotionally secure, self-confident, and capable of

distinguishing between having faulty beliefs and having a faulty

character."19

If Bruner--and by extension Siegel--is correct, then can

these trait(s) of the person be explained experimentally?

Sternberg claims that we have just begun to scratch the surface--

at least empirically--and that the obvious lack of knowledge has

a significant impact on the mistakes we may be making

pedagogically; we simply may not know enough about the cognitive

process which allows for rational judgment. Without it, the

design of effective programs is left wanting. 20

II

Mental Performance and the Still Troubling Issue of Heredity

Whether or not theorists and researchers address the issue,

critical thinking is a function of intellectual performance.

Differences across groups or populations ars either largely

inherited, learned or some combination of both, the precise
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breakdown of which is still not fully understood. Why does the

question persist? In spite of the claim of Arthur Jensen that

the social or political implication of a study is a scientific

non sequitur, the question persists because without some answer

the support or funding of innovative programs becomes

meaningless. We still have been unable to consistently establish

why some students do improve and some do not; if we do not know

what an instructional program will achieve, why fund it? Or, are

we merely improving the skills of the game for those few from the

"right" gene pool or social class?21

The literature on the question of innate abilities versus

environmental influences is considerable and the purpose of this

exposition is not review it in any great detail; however, the

issue of individual differences on the performance of critical

skills is indispensable to solid theory and research. One of the

indictments of critical thinking measures is that they are

comparable to I.Q. tests and, as a result, not only of little

value but reductionist, as well. Perhaps. But, irrespective of

the measure employed, the question of the meaning of variance

will not disappear. Some students do outperform others and some

do improve more than others. How do we interpret such data?

What factors are considered important to high and low achievers?

Which go unexplained or unexamined? Such questions drive us

inexorably back to the question of heredity versus environmental

influences.

Probably the most significant contemporary contributor to
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the genetic school of thought, tracing individual differences to

heredity (the mysterious "g" factor), is Hans Eysenck. Eysenck

wants to restore a more biological scheme to our conception of

human nature" He has serious concerns about American

researchers' disregard for the issue of individual differences,

particularly with the categories of intelligence, race or sex; he

claims the disregard is more a function of politics than

scientific oversight. Coupled with the retreat from the

biological causes of behavior, he further argues that personality

theorists have abandoned scientific methods and principles,

giving up entirely the standards of reliability and validity with

"the appearance of so-called mental tests.""

Eyzenck argues that modern biology has passed by the entire

discipline

factors to

biological

for 80% of

of psychology. He does not exclude social or cultural

explain mental capacity; he merely emphasizes

ones more heavily, to the extent that biology accounts

mental functioning. 24 He also contends that "highly"

reliable and valid questionnaire data can accurately measure

personality traits as well as intelligence; however, it is

questionable whether such methods can support fundamental laws

and relationships similar to those in biology or physics.

Eysenck insists that we should hegin viewing people as the

outcome of hundreds of millions of years of an evolutionary

process, that the development of the best of the species is

mirrored in the brain where "intelligence and ability generally

are properly and more closely related to differential structures
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in functioning of the neocortex."25 Instead of emphasizing

cognitive factors, as is the trend in American psychology, he

believes we should be analyzing the manner in which biological

factors determine cognitive styles, including mental performance.

Most importantly--and Eysenck is not alone in its emphasis--there

are no mental events without the neural events underlying them.

In a way, the use of "science" as an adjective to the noun

research makes it a god-term. In this century, "scientific

research" is afforded an incredible level of merited and/or

unwarranted credibility, not unlike the often highly polarized

distinction between research in the social sciences and the

humanities where the methods of inquiry may involve on the one

hand highly elaborate and systematic statistical procedures and

on the other the overwhelming field observations of a Norman

Mailer in The Executioner's Song. To borrow Sternberg's

question, which method provides depth and insight? Which reveals

something of the uniqueness of human difference, human compassion

and understanding? Such questions are not designed to suggest a

preference for one method or hypothesis over another, merely that

neither become an operant ideology. So when Eysenck or Jensen

plead the genetic case on the grounds of "science" we ought to be

careful about uncritical acceptance. When description and

explanation become somewhat static or one-sided, especially in

the context of human behavior, it is likely to become dogma. In

addition, the question of whether the skill is environmentally or

genetically controlled is an indication of how far critical
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thinking theorists are from the more central issues; most still

seem caught by a mind-body split. Nearly all of their theory,

the subsequent creation of skill-based inventories and/or

instructional programs still have to do with that organ

responsible for the controversy, the human brain. In that

regard, we might shift perspectives and ask a different question,

namely, what are the environmental effects on the brain of

behavior?

There are two general functions of the brain that should be

of interest to those attempting to explain variations in critical

thinking/mental performance: specificity and plasticity.

Specificity involves those autonomic and invariant responses

dealing with the programmed intake of sensory information. The

complimentary--and for our purposes more intriguing--function is

plasticity, which has to do with those learned responses to

social experience. According to Stephen Rose, "...in the

evolutionary path to man, there is an increase in plasticity, and

a relative diminution in specificity. nu In biological terms,

what determines intelligence is the number of neural connections

in the brain which allows for greater plasticity and Rose states

that no post-mortem study can reveal the number of synaptic

connections in the brain; in regard to structure, there was no

apparent difference between the brain of Einstein and the average

human being." Hence, to speak exclusively or predominantly of

the natural base of high I.Q. or mental performance is not only

oversimplified but misleading. The problem of interpreting
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mental performance remains with the highly varied plastic

function--that development which reflects the continued

interaction with the environment, "itself programmed into the

genetic specification of the human."" What should be of

importance is investigating the manner in which the plastic

functions of the brain can be modified or altered

environmentally.

There are obvious periods during the development of the

fetus, when outside of severe physical trauma, the lack of proper

nourishment can have devastating effects. If the number of the

brain's possible neural connections are fixed, a lack of

nourishment during the period of a person's fetal and infant

development can have severe effects which last a lifetime. Low

brain-weight ratios stay permanently outside standard limits and

permanent deficiencies in brain DNA are never recovered. Such

conditions are reflected in deficiencies in performance. Large

families in the context of deprived social/economic backgrounds

and maternal health are equally critical factors affecting low

performance. When one adds the factor of high levels of air and

water-borne toxins, from lead to the concentration of toxic

waste-site dumps in the poorest areas of the nation, the reality

of low performance on intelligence and/or critical thinking

appears to be transgenerational." In other words, a victimized

female will most likely pass on lowered DNA levels to her

offspring. Rose states:

In terms of human welfare and politics such effects are
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surely of great significance, because the obvious

remedy lies at hand. Elaborate arguments as to the

genetic effects on intelligence, which present a

prescription for social and political inaction because

they are at best remedial, can only hinder the

eradication of this monstrous situation."

III

The theoretical notion that the brain and the exercise of

its potential is somehow immutable is a myth. In the same vein,

those who argue that environmental influence is the only

controlling element of the explanation of intellectual

performance are equally narrow in their analysis. Neither

hypothesis needs to be mutually exclusive. This is not to ignore

the extent to which one's potential for development may be

largely genetic. But potential offers no guarantee of

achievement. The disposition to excel does not occur in a vacuum

but is socially developed. It is through the experience of and

with others that the self is organized and maintained and there

is no characteristic of the person which exists in isolation.

All human qualities are embedded in situations. What is clear is

that the brain should not be viewed separate from its

environment; it is a physical structure which interacts

developmentally. Physical damage, malnutrition or exposure to

high levels of carcinogens and toxins provide fairly accurate

explanations of how health, behavior and performance can be

detrimentally effected. And more important, those factors can be
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remedied. In addition, detrimental effects need not necessarily

be physical. Since D.O. Hebb's pioneering work, we now

understand how the deprivation can be social as well.n

We must ask how harmful and maladaptive social environments

contribute to the long-lasting changes in physiology and

behavior. If the development and exercise of one's potential is

largely social and the bond of social ties is language, then

language may be used for a variety of purposes, from drawing out

the best of one's capabilities to the terrorization of self. The

abusive use of language in highly authoritarian social settings

over time can generate as much damage to the community of self

with others as lesions on the surface of the brain.32 One may

have the genetic potential for greatness but in punishing

environments victims are chosen irrationally and their

development and stability is painfully haunted.

Though "negative" social experiences may lead to deleterious

effects in brain function, "positive" ones can enhance mental

performance. The early work of David Kretch, et. al., found that

greater sensory stimulation increased cortical activity and the

production of acetylcholine.33 Later experiments by Mark

Rosenzweig and Edward Bennett discovered that "enriched

environments" produced significant increases in the brain's

weight and plastic functions.34

The point here is that there are some essential factors,

some historical realities which are either being ignored or that

simply overwhelm us. The research in critical thinking, though
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well-intentioned and important, is in its infancy; it is

currently too narrow and perhaps asking incomplete questions and

avoiding others. In my view, it is also neglecting some

indispensable research in other fields; the movement has yet to

push itself beyond an academic battle for turf. When we design

studies to evaluate everything from the skill to the spirit, we

need to enlarge our perspective beyond the development of narrow

programs and more fully consider those controversies regarding

human nature and social reality which cut across academic

disciplines and forms of knowing. Theorists, researchers and

educators may have their own private agendas, and in attempting

to understand the nature of critical thought, it may be not so

much that our concepts and instruments are fragmented, but that

we have a fragmented view of the very people we are attempting to

assist and to whom we are directly attending.

Further, what are the values and priorities involved? What

influences our instructional and research activities? Axe we

primarily serving those with economic or political power? It may

be that the investigation into the nature of critical thought and

its performance is somewhat misdirected; in assessing its

components or attempting to explain high or low levels of

performance we may be avoiding the far more serious question of

how the policies of a particular economic and political order

contribute to the results. If there are discrepancies in

critical abilities between rich and poor, male and female, white

and people of color, between those from advanced and deprived
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nations, nations subjected to armed struggle and those who are

not, then we need to know how those social and political

conditions contribute to the variability. If deficiencies in

nutrition or the results of deprived and/or traumatized

environments do have the effects some researchers claim, then it

is difficult to understand how we can design thinking programs

which ignore these factors--or why food, housing and social

conditions should not have priority over instructional programs

designed to remedy conditions caused by such factors.

There is a form of extraordinary complacency and

indifference by educators and leaders with what I am suggesting

here. In one sense, it is understandable. To be aware and

sensitive to the compounding levels of misery and injustice can

be disorienting. As a mechanism of defense, we detach or

abstract feelings which might otherwise interfere with the

efforts to complete research or teach. But it is precisely what

makes for the real danger. Paradoxically, an element of self-

protection can subtly shift to acceptance, then acquiescence to a

destructive social order. The syndrome is not new or unique to

education. However, one cannot comprehend much of anything about

the critical faculties of anyone without some attention being

given to their social world. One investigation is inextricably

linked to the other.

If valid and effective programs are to be developed at all

levels of education, then a more effective interdisciplinary

approach appears a necessity, including biologists and
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neurologists. There have been incredible breakthroughs in our

knowledge about the plastic functions of the brain as well as the

manner in which socially and physically destructive environments

can hamper mental performance across generations. Examining

individual and group performance in the sometimes artificial

educational setting can only lead to levels of error and

distortion which prohibit the construction of sound theory and

practice.
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Notes

1.(NY: Harcourt, Brace & Jovanovich, 1978), 15.

2.See for example Liberal Education (Fall 1986), 221-262. Nearly

the entire issue deals with the concerns by college and

university administrators with the erosion of student abilities

to think critically. Assuming a degree of consensus about what

critical thinking is and means, there is the attempt to evaluate

what programs could be instituted to alleviate the deficiencies.

Though the purpose to which one's critical capacities ehould be

put lingers over the discussion, it is an issue left largely

unexplorea. Such rationales as global competition or vocational

proficiencies are the largest catalysts for curricular change,

typically to the exclusion of questions over the quality of

community in the context of economic and social justice. Yet,

the complexity of the issues may run even deeper.

Though beyond the scope of this paper, the value of

traditional reason itself has come under attack with the

emergence of "postmodernist" theory. It is not certain what new

understanding of thought postmodernism will bring to bear on

education--whether the movement represents a new intellectual

school or merely a new ideology justifying an aesthetic fashion

or fad. However, postmodernism--admittedly difficult to define

because it is such an experiential and unstable term--has had an

affect across disciplines and its promise of a new critique of
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reason or, more accurately, a rebellion against the traditional

standards of reason, could lead to a somewhat vulgar form of

irrationalism. See Jean-Frances Lyotard, The Postmodern

Condition: A Report on Knowledge trans. Geoff Bennignton & Brian

Massumi (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 1984); Hal Foster, ed.,

The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern Culture (Port Townsend,

WA: Bay Press, 1983); Richard Rorty, Consequences of Praqmatisk

(Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 1982). For an antidote, the

defense of the western tradition by arguing for its redefinition

rather than elimination, see Hannah Arendt, Between Past and

Future (NY: Viking Press, 1961).

3.Harvey Siegel, Educating Reason: Rationality, Critical

Thinking and Education (NY: Routledge, 1988), 39-45. The

advertized need for a skill-based educational system, along with

the support for applied, mission-oriented rather than basic

research, has bent the integrity higher education since World War

II. In his Godkin Lectures at Harvard in the early 1960s, Clark

Kerr was one of the first to account for the redefinition of

education from one of pursuing the ideal of free and open inquiry

to the more practical realities of a service model for an

advanced industrial state. He also suggested that we should not

deceive ourselves about what had already happened, not to protest

as did the infamous Lady of Kent who knew what it meant to seek

the granting of favors or money. Sadly, he embraced rather than

rejected the potential corruption of university life. Part of
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the administrative rush toward the establishment of critical

thinking programs might be best understood in light of his

disturbing yet compelling prophecy.

4.To argue that critical thinking skills are field or context

bound is one of the central issues afflicting the movement. If

generalizable, then the assumption is that their acquisition in

one field is transferable to others. As a form of wish-

fulfillment, such a belief becomes necessary to the execution of

various critical thinking programs in the educational setting.

If not, it raise serious questions as to what precisely schools

and universities are doing and achieving in employing those

programs. See in particular John McPeck, Critical Thinking and

Education (NY: St. Martin's P, 1981). McPeck argues that

critical thinking always manifests itself with some subject and

never in isolation and that the criteria of reasoning emerges

from the uniqueness of the field under study. See also David

Perkins and Gavriel Salomon, "Are Cognitive Skills Context-

Bound," Educational Researcher (January-February 1989): 16-25;

Joseph M. Walters and Howard Gardner, "The Development and

Education of Intelligence," in Essays on the Intellect ed.

Francis R. Link (Alexandria, VA: ASCD, 1985), 1-21. Along with

McPeck, Gardner in particular has suggested that there are many

forms of intelligence which require different kinds of skills

which are as varied in their conceptualization and execution as

music and athletics.
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5.Robert H. Ennis, "A Concept of Critical Thinking," Harvard

Educational Review 32, no. 1 (Winter 1962): 81-111.

6.Mark A. Schlesinger, 'The Road to Teaching Thinking: A Rest

Stop," Journal of Education Vol. 36, no.3 (1984): 182-83.

7.Robert H. Ennis, "A Taxonomy of Critical Thinking Dispositions

and Abilities," in Teaching Thinking Skills: Theory and

Practice, eds. J.B. Baron and R.J. Sternberg (NY: Freeman,

1987).
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